Abstract-Automatic adult video detection is a problem of interest to many organizations around the world. The aim is to restrict the easy access of underage youngsters to such potentially harmful material. Most of the existing techniques are mere extensions of image categorization approaches. In this paper we propose a video genre classification technique tuned specifically for adult content detection by considering cinematographic principles. Spatial and temporal simple features are used with machine learning algorithms to perform the classification into two classes: adult and nonoffensive video material. Shot duration and camera motion, are the temporal domain features, and skin detection and color histogram are the spatial domain ones. Using two data sets of 7 and 15 hours of video material, our experiments comparing two different SVM classifiers achieved an accuracy of 94.44%.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years the use of Internet has grown exponentially causing some undesirable effects such as the uncontrolled proliferation of harmful material for young audiences such as pornographic material. The issue of identifying and restricting access to this material has been actively studied in the last decade. Where traditional methods of site blocking based on the so called black lists are losing effectiveness and thus methodologies analyzing the content of the files have been proposed. A number of solutions exist for adult images detection [1] , [ Adult-content identification in images has been extensively explored in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . The most typical means of identifying pornographic material are strongly based on skin detection [12] , [5] , [13] . In the case of videos, the most common approaches are extensions of the image detection techniques [6] , [7] , [8] applied for a set of representative frames of the clip known as key frames. Video specific novel techniques utilize the temporal cues as well to extract information such as motion patterns [9] , [10] , [11] . Support Vector Machines (SVM) are one of the most widely used types of classifiers for visual recognition tasks [14] , [15] and have been successfully applied for adult content detection [9] , [7] , [6] being the Radial Basis Function (Gaussian) kernel a common choice.
Bouirouga [16] exploited skin distribution features and SVMs using RBF kernel. Lopes [7] uses solely image based features following the bags-of-visual-words (BoVW) approach, particularly based in SIFT and Hue-SIFT, as well as a linear SVM. Endeshaw [11] uses motion periodicity detection to identify repetitive patterns typical from sex scenes. Similarly Jansohn [9] compares different motion analysis techniques as well as image-based features concluded that motion histograms, proposed by [17] , and BoVW are the ones producing the lowest error when combined. Similarly Liu [18] fuses periodic audio features with the Bag-of-Words approach (in this case audio words) together with color moments and edge histograms. Due to the variations of skin tones in such video material, training on large collections of images and video could be the only guarantee for the robustness of the proposed approaches. Therefore, Tang [19] proposed to detect pornographic frames within a video sequence by using a large training data set of around 480,000 images by combining unsupervised clustering within Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), with the supervised learning of SVM. Chang [8] detects frames with virtually no global motion and represent the skin regions detected on them by using invariant moments descriptors. Finally these descriptors are compared with those extracted from a training set by means of weighted euclidean distance.
The goal of the present work is to demonstrate that it is possible to achieve rather high accuracy adult content classification using simple but well chosen spatial temporal features. In particular we find the combination of shot duration and camera motion from the temporal domain, together with skin detection and color histogram representation extracted from the pixel domain lead to good classification results. The classifiers are based on machine learning techniques, explicitly support vector machines (SVM) [20] , [9] . We experimentally compared different combinations of features using two different SVM algorithms with two challenging data sets containing more than 7 and 15 hours of video respectively. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section II we describe the proposed approach, while section III presents the experimental setup used for validation of the ideas and the obtained results. Section IV discesses the obtained results. Conclusions and future research are presented in section V.
II. PROPOSED APPROACH
In the present framework the idea is to take advantage of the information within the temporal domain in video to identify adult content. These main set of features are a) shot duration, which is intrinsically connected to the video genre [ [20] it has not be specifically applied to adult content detection. We assume that in regards of these features, there is a characteristic signature typical from adult films, even though its precise structure is not completely defined beforehand. Therefore we will apply machine learning techniques to be able to deal with such ill-defined problems [28] .
A. Shot duration features
The link between shot 1 duration and video genre can be easily established by simply comparing shot duration for music videos, which typically consist of many shots of short duration, against drama movies, which have much longer shots, as pointed out by [20] . Our first hypothesis regarding adult videos is that they are low-budget films commonly characterized by having a few and medium to long sized shots. An implementation 2 of the work proposed by [29] is used to jointly detect shot boundaries and extract key frames based on of HSV color histograms. Both abrupt and gradual transitions are detected and the first stable frame after each shot boundary is selected as a key frame. The average shot length and the corresponding standard deviation are stored in a feature vector.
B. Camera motion features
Camera motion helps to discriminate the genre of a sequence. For instance, it is predominantly static for football matches while panning is more frequent in volleyball [20] . Our second hypothesis is that adult films are relatively low-budget productions in which the professional equipment to perform proper camera movements is expendable, yielding to a poorly artistic camera handling that will be traced. An algorithm, described below, was implemented from scratch within this work. First the optical flow is computed using an implemented variation 3 of the work presented by [30] . The motion vectors are obtained from pairs of images sampled 12 frames apart in the sequence rather than for every consecutive pair, on the basis that the motion must persist consistently for at least 12 frames in order to be declared, similarly as in [31] . This will also speed-up the algorithm. Next, the area of the frames is divided in sub-regions akin [27], [31] as shown in figure  1 . The mean values of the horizontal and vertical components of the motion vectors u and v are computed for each region. According to [23] the distinction of camera movement in 3 directions (horizontal, vertical, and in the z 1 We define a shot as a temporal portion of a video sequence shot by a single camera continuously with no interruptions. axis) is discriminative enough for classification purposes. Therefore we will modify the set of rules proposed by [20] to identify camera operations grouped in the three categories mentioned before. The central axes regions X0 and Y 0 will be used to identify the z-motion (zoom and translation perpendicular to the image plane) and the four quadrants I, II, III and IV, will serve to identify vertical and horizontal movements. Every frame will be labeled as having any of the following kinds of motion: {no−motion, horizontal, vertical, z−motion, mixed}, the last one corresponding to a non-identified pattern. The characteristic vector will contain then 5 elements corresponding to the proportion of each of the movements over all the frames, summing up a perfect 1.
C. Skin detection
To complement the temporal information and decrease the false positive ratio for the challenging videos (e.g. home video that will be classified as adult when just camera motion is taken into account), a set of spatial based features will be computed. Skin detection is a typical spatial feature given that, in general, adult films show naked persons. A simple algorithm 4 is used to quickly generate skin maps using as inputs the same set of key frames obtained by the shot extractor. The image is converted to CIELa * b * color space, and for the two chromatic channels an automatic threshold using Otsu [32] method is applied. This will generate two binary masks containing the most reddish and yellowish pixels respectively. The intersection of them will be the final skin map on the basis that skin hue presents those tones. No morphological operations are applied to the mask. The characteristic vector will contain 3 elements, vote-based skin score (the normalized sum of all the key frames having more than 50% of skin pixels), the average skin/total pixel ratio (over every key frame as a whole), and the corresponding standard deviation.
D. HSV color histograms representation
In films, a brighter color scheme is likely to correspond to a comedy while darker and dimmed tones are used in horror movies [24] Each of the four feature groups is tested separately and then in pairs, triplets, and all of them together, followed by three selected set of features, one done manually and two automatically. For the automatic selection, Weka attributeSelection tool is applied separately for both data sets using Correlation-based feature selection for machine learning [35] 8 as evaluator and best first 9 as search method. Parameter optimization is done by using brute force tools such as CVParameterSelection for a single parameter, and grid search for a pair of them simultaneously, as well as manual tune-up. The spatial features are combined using a feature fusion scheme rather than traditional decision fusion [36], [37] used in most of the literature requiring individual classification of each key frame. This saves up processing time and it is expected to be robust enough from a discriminative perspective.
A. Data set
Two data sets are used in our experiments. The basic data set consists of 48 adult and 42 non-offensive videos, mostly 5 minutes long. All the video was processed using ffmpeg 10 to change the resolution to 320x240 and discard the audio. The total length of the adult set is 03:46:30 hrs while the non-offensive set is 03:29:02 hrs. The nonoffensive subset consists of different sub-categories (which will not be identified by the classifier) in order to have a representative mixture of the non-adult genres. Those are cartoon, erotic, home video, movie, music video, news, car races and sports. The extended data set includes every sample within the basic dataset plus additional material. It consist of 89 adult and 108 non-offensive videos having a total length of 8:02:57 and 7:04:35 hours respectively. The extended dataset has in total 15:07:32 hours of processed video, which is considerably long. An additional subcategory was included in the non-offensive dataset, talking faces, consisting on videos of people talking closely in front of the camera. The additional adult material includes a wide range of people from different ethnicities to test the robustness of the skin detector for different tones of skin.
B. Results
Using the basic dataset, the best accuracy of 94.44% is achieved by SMO with Normalized Polynomial kernel function using the auto-selected set of features. Since libSVM performance was slighty worse, a more limited set of tests was executed using it. LibSVM best accuracy of 92.22% is achieved using either linear 11 or RBF kernel and the camera motion 5D feature vector. For libSVM the four kernels 12 and two set of features (camera motion and auto-selected) were assessed. Figure 2 compares the ROC curves for a) several feature sets using SMO algorithm and b) the two SVM algorithms utilizing the basic data set. The experiments were more exhaustive for the extended dataset since it includes more samples. The best performance is also obtained by SMO algorithm, producing an accuracy of 93.401% using either Normalized Polynomial 11 Linear kernel is considered superior to RBF kernel since it has just a single parameter to be optimized.
12 Linear kernel and the automatically selected set of features could not be evaluated because of technical problems with the system memory.
or Pearson Universal kernel. PUK kernel produces more false positives but less false negatives when compared to NormPolynomial kernel. This behavior is more desirable since it translates to a more strict filter towards suspicious material. The feature set utilized is the auto-selected 2 set, which is generated in the same way as the original autoselected set but being especifically generated by analyzing the extended dataset rather than the basic one. The most discriminative feature group when used alone is again camera motion (87.8173% of accuracy for both NormPoly and PUK), the best feature pair is camera motion + color histograms (91.3706% NormPoly, 92.3858% PUK), and the best triplet is shot-camera-color when using NormPoly (91.8782%), and camera-skin-color when PUK is applied (92.8934%). It is notable than the entire feature set produces 93.401% of accuracy using PUK (as high as the best accuracy obtained by the auto-selected 2). The performance of SMO is slightly better when PUK is used instead of NormPoly. For each experiment, the difference among these two kernels is 1.4947% in average and 5.5837% is the maximum difference. Details shown in table I. The best result for libSVM is achieved when the auto-selected 2 feature set is used with RBF kernel, producing an accuracy of 91.8782%. Comparing the accuracy achieved by the best kernel for each libSVM and SMO, the average difference in each of the experiments is 3.9481%, while the maximum difference is 10.6599%. Details in table II. Details about the experiments and the obtained accuracies are shown in table XI within the appendix. Figure 3 compares the ROC curves generated by using the extended dataset. Table I : SMO algorithm performance comparison between PUK and NormPoly kernel (the best kernels experimentally found). The differences are computed by comparing the accuracy in each of the experiments when the same feature set is used for both kernels. The maximum difference occurs when just the shot feature group is employed. The accuracies compared were obtained using the extended dataset. Table II : SMO versus libSVM performance comparison. Here RBF is used for libSVM while PUK for SMO. The differences are computed by comparing the accuracy in each of the experiments when the same feature set is used for both SVM algorithms. The maximum difference occurs when the four feature groups are used together. The accuracies compared were obtained using the extended dataset.
IV. DISCUSSION
We demonstrate that a high discrimination ratio is achievable by using shot duration plus camera motion, which are tightly linked with cinematic principles defining films genres, aided by typical skin-based and color histogram based features. The most discriminative feature group by itself is clearly camera motion. Even though These ocurrences correspond to the highest accuracy achieved using auto-selected 2 feature set and SMO with both RBF and Normalized Polynomial kernels. a) and b) are erotic dancing clips being conceptually very close to adult content. On the right, there are two home-made videos with poorly professional camera movements. Clip c) has warm colors similar to those of skin regions, while d) has a high skin exposure being the subject so close to the camera. SMO shows a higher performance than libSVM, the difference between their accuracies is not significantly high. As figures 5 and 4 show, the misclassified items correspond to the challenging clips, fact that confirms our hypotheses. The typical characteristics of the false positives are: a) poor camera movement, b) warm colors similar to skin colors, and c) large ratio of skin exposure (close-ups in faces, persons wearing a bikini or swimming suits). The false negatives are typically produced by adult clips in which a) the undressing does not occur or takes place nearly at the end, b) the subjects are dressed with just erotogenic parts exposed or, c) they are far away from the camera. Most of the misclassified samples, in each category, exhibit at least two of the previously listed characteristic. Note how some of the false positives are semantically very close to be adult content (erotic). Figures 5 and 4 show some of the missclassified clips. The achieved accuracies of 94.44% and 93.40% for the Figure 5 : Extended dataset false negatives corresponding to the highest accuracy achieved using auto-selected 2 feature set and SMO with both PUK and Normalized Polynomial kernels. Subjects in a) and d) wear clothes covering the body significantly more than a bikini in the entire sequence. They occasionally expose erotogenic body parts. Such exposure is so brief in d) that originally it was meant to be included as a challenging sample in the harmless dataset. In clips b) and c) the undressing happens at the end of the sequence.
basic and extended dataset respectively, show that our framework performance is comparable with those reported in the literature. Furthermore, it outperforms most of them. Endeshaw [11] reports a true positive probability greater than 85%. Jansohn [9] achieves an equal error rate of 6.04% combining BOVW and motion histograms. Lee 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed a video genre classification technique tuned specifically for adult content detection based on cinematographic principles. The features are extracted from spatial and temporal domains and used for classification of the video segments into two classes based on different SVM classifiers. The two classes are adult and non-offensive video content. The features used are shot duration and camera motion from the temporal domain, and skin detection and color histogram from the spatial domain.
We used two data sets of 7 and 15 hours of video material, our proposed framework achieves an accuracy of 94.44%. It is clearly proven that our hypothesis regarding the assumed filming characteristics of the adult films content were valid. Furthermore our predictions about the possible missclassified samples were accurate. The accuracy does not vary significantly when a given set of features is used with the different combinations of classifiers and kernels selected in the experiments, as shown in tables I and II. This is also true for the comparision of the basic and extended datasets. Furthermore, our framework poses many improvement possibilities that we may address in future work, a few of them are discussed below. To increase the performance time for the camera motion extraction, rather than computing the optical flow, it is possible to directly extract motion vectors from the MPEG compressed bitstream as in [31] . The camera zoom identification can be improved to deal with all of those cases in which the object of interest is not precisely at the center of the screen. This occurs very frequently in films since a zoom is rarely perfectly centered. In addition to the shot duration, the type of editing effect (cut, fade, dissolve) used in the shot transitions might also be identified as in [25] to provide more discriminative information. Skin detection can be improved by using adaptive skin models, and face detection as in [12] . Color histograms feature vectors need to be compacted and less raw features might be used. In the spatial features domain, it would be also interesting to extensively compare the typical decisionfusion-based methods for classifying frames against the feature fusion scheme used in this work.
[ Table XI: Extended dataset feature selection experiments results. The parameters used are C = 3, γ = 1, ω = 1, σ = 1, for SMO and C = 50, E = 2, γ = 10 for libSVM. In bold, the best results for each algorithm. Even though three experiments achieved the maximum accuracy for SMO, the one shown in bold is considered to be superior since it uses a lower number of features than the rest. Table XII : Auto-selected and auto-selected 2 feature sets. Both were generated separately using Weka attributeSelection filter. The first set corresponds to the basic dataset (13 selected features), and the second to the extended (11 features). The selection is derived from the 4 groups. The first observation is that surprisingly the standard deviation of shot length was selected rather than the mean from both sets. From the camera motion features, static motion was not used in the basic dataset while z-motion was not used in any of them. This makes perfect sense since z-motion is the most weakly identified operation because the zoom or ztranslation has to be nearly pure (not combined with any other movement at all), meaning that the object of attention has to be precisely at the center of the screen, otherwise the movement will not be identified. Skin percentage (the ratio of skin pixels over all the pixels) standard deviation is expected to contribute less than the mean, therefore its excluded for both sets. Finally, just a few of the averaged bins of the color histograms (as well as a couple of corresponding standard deviations) were discriminative enough to be automatically selected. Note than the standard deviation of bins 20 and 21 is included in both feature sets.
